GREAT DRAGON BOATS, GREAT DISCOUNTS FOR CREWS !
FROM THE 2015 EUROPEAN CLUB CREW CHAMPIONSHIP,
DIVONNE LES BAINS, FRANCE
IDBF 1222

IDBF 912 HP

Model

Total L

L (M)

W(M)

H(M)

Weight

IDBF912 HP

11.6

9.6

1.04

0.5

150kg

IDBF1222

14.3

12.4

1.14

0.54

250kg

EDBF Member Club Crews competing in the European Club Crews Championships in Divonne, France and Clubs
from other EDBF Members, will be able to purchase both IDBF Spec Standard and Small High Performance Racing Dragon
Boats, made by Peisheng Boats and raced in the ECCC, at special discount prices.
The lowest price of Euro 4450.00 (Standard 1222 Boat) and Euro 3950.00 (Small 912HP Boat) is reserved for
competing crews reserving a boat and paying a 50% deposit with their order, before the ECCC and the balance on
collection on 03 August 2015, the day after the ECCC.
Boats ordered after the ECCC will cost on average an extra Euro 500.00 – 750.00, per boat above these prices but still
represent a very good deal.

These prices only apply to EDBF Member Clubs other organizations may apply to purchase

boats but at a price per boat to be agreed in advance with the IDBF.
This offer is restricted to a maximum of 2 boats per Club before the ECCC but Clubs ordering after the ECCC may,
subject to supply and demand, negotiate a higher number of boats.
The boats will be sold on a ‘first come first served’ basis and there are 3 Standard Boats and 12 Small Boats
available for purchase before the ECCC. So book now to avoid disappointment by email to eccentry@edbf.org, a
deposit will then secure your boat
The boats will be available for collection immediately after the ECCC in Divonne. If a Club cannot collect their boat(s) then
an additional delivery charge will be applied.
Shanghai Peisheng Boats, founded in 1995, has a wide experience of
manufacturing

high-performance products

involving

advanced

composite

materials. Peisheng’s workshop area is more than 90,000 square metres and the
company employs 350 staff producing between 3000-4000 boats of all different
designs, per year, Rowing Shells and Kayaks, as well as Dragon Boats.
Peisheng is now is one of the biggest and most successful companys
manufacturing top level boats.

Wind turbine nacelle covers, is the second

largest area of manufacturing that PS Boats are involved with, which started in
2007. Peisheng is the first factory to use R&D RTM technology to build Dragon
Boats to IDBF Specification. This technology gives the hull and boat gunnel
high strength and rigidity.

